
T he Norris Canyon Estates of San Ramon, California are
gaining a local presence not merely for luxury homes,

but also for the approximately half million square feet of
multiple-tiered Keystone walls built throughout a chal-
lenging terrain.

A location with 1:1 slope ratios and expansive clay soils
required a major transformation to make the area suitable
for development. A local jurisdiction stating that walls on
the project could not be taller than five feet further compli-
cated matters. Multiple-tiered walls were designed to blend
with the natural settings and also accommodate the wall
height restriction. With some walls up to 10 terraces deep
and reaching 30’ in total height, global stability became a
major concern.

For the project’s entirety, more than 10 years, the Keystone
Standard Unit has provided the perfect solution to over-
come the extreme land challenges and create beautiful and
structurally sound walls.
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Keystone Retaining 
Wall Systems, Inc.

After over 20 years at the forefront of the industry,
Keystone Retaining Wall Systems, Inc. continues to set the
standard for excellence and innovation within the
segmental retaining wall industry. Keystone represents
the global benchmark in soil retention, erosion control
and landscape systems. Holding over 50 patents, Keystone 
symbolizes cutting-edge design, performance and
aesthetics.

Keystone partners with the best network of product 
developers, engineers, sales professionals and manufac-
turers in the business. Together, we ensure that Keystone
offers the best in site solutions for residential, commercial,
recreational, industrial and government applications.
In 1999, Keystone was acquired by CONTECH
Construction Products Inc. CONTECH is a leader in the
construction products industry and offers the resources,
tools and advantages that accompany their strong brand
recognition in the marketplace.

To learn more about the quality and value in Keystone
Retaining Wall Systems products and services, please 
visit us on the web at www.keystonewalls.com or call 
800-747-8971.
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If you have a unique Keystone wall project, let us know!  Our

marketing team will take your project details and observations,

and turn them into a great marketing tool — a Keystone Case

Study. Contact Becky Felling at bfelling@keystonewalls.com

for more information.

Keystone Online Resources Now Include New CONTECH ESS Inc. Website

The new CONTECH Earth Stabilization Solutions, Inc. (ESS)
website features complete product information for Keystone
Retaining Wall Systems, Inc. and the entire line of CONTECH
erosion control and soil stabilization products.

CONTECH ESS represents a complete collection of products
including: Keystone Retaining Wall Systems®, Bin-Wall, Vista
DSM™, Metric Sheeting, Tensar® Geogrids, LANDLOK™ Turf
Reinforcement Mats (TRMs), PYRAMAT™, Geotextiles (Woven
and Non-woven), Erosion Control Blankets (ECBs), Temporary
Erosion Control Products, Silt Fence, ARMORTEC® Family of
Products, GEOLINK®, Modular Gabion Systems, Stone
Mattresses, Pile Shell, Liner Plate, and TENAX RoaDrain™.

Keystone Retaining Wall Systems, Inc. is a subsidiary of
CONTECH ESS and has its full family of products featured on
www.contechess.com. The website provides access to case
studies, product photos, CAD details, CONTECH corporate
news and more. CONTECH ESS is the nation’s leading provider
of products and solutions for earth stabilization projects of

Keystone is a subsidiary of

Keystone News

every description. Along
with Keystone, the
CONTECH ESS website
provides information on
the entire product line
and is a one-stop
resource for all erosion
control and soil stabiliza-
tion needs.

CONTECH ESS is one of
four operating divisions of CONTECH Construction Products,
Inc. CONTECH ESS was established in early 2006 after Apax
Partners Worldwide acquired majority ownership interest in
CONTECH. The other operating divisions are CONTECH
Bridge Solutions, CONTECH Drainage Solutions and
CONTECH Stormwater Solutions, Inc.

Keystone Retaining Wall Systems, Inc. can now be found
online at www.keystonewalls.com or www.contechess.com.

Would You Like to Have Your Project

Become a Featured Case Study?



grid strengths. Adapting to the different land conditions
required varying grid strengths.

“You can’t tell from the outside in, but it is a very complex
design. As a wall contractor, it seemed inefficient to have so
many 5 foot terraced walls instead of one continuous wall,
because we could have saved the developer both time and
money, but the County of Jurisdiction required no walls greater
than 5 feet in height. The end result, however, is very impres-
sive,” said contractor, Stuart Campbell of B.C. McCosker
Construction.

Campbell and his crew have built nearly all the development’s
walls. For this complex installation, they worked from the
bottom up and into the upper slopes as they progressed. The
complex drainage pipework was tied to the bottom outlet and
flowed to a central vertical pipe. A common
drainboard was used throughout the project.

Upon completion in mid 2007, the Norris
Canyon Estates project will have a remark-
able half million square feet of Keystone
walls built on seemingly unusable land. The
Keystone Standard Unit, with its structural
stability, made it possible to build upon this
challenging terrain.

For more information on the Keystone
Standard Unit or other innovative Keystone
products, please visit the Keystone website at
www.keystonewalls.com or call 800-747-
8971. Keystone Retaining Wall Systems, Inc.
is a subsidiary of CONTECH Earth
Stabilization Solutions (ESS), Inc. CONTECH
ESS also represents Tensar® Biaxial and
Uniaxial geogrids. For more information on
the CONTECH ESS family of erosion control
products visit www.contechess.com.

The Walls: A Look Below and Behind
The Norris Canyon Estates project walls vary from two to ten
tiers with some requiring grid reinforcement at every course
with grids up to 50’ in length. Major over excavation, which
included placing a minimum 8” thick leveling base of
compacted crushed stone or Class 2 aggregate, prepared the
land for wall and grid installation.

“To make it work and be able to build a design with so many
walls on these land characteristics, a high amount of geogrid
had to be used below the walls. It is quite amazing how it all
came together,” said Project Engineer Macy Tong, ENGEO Inc.

Looking below and behind an eight-tiered wall illustrates the
design’s complexity (see diagram). The soil strength, meas-
ured at a 28° phi angle, had to be reinforced by fifteen layers of
Tensar Uniaxial (UX) 1500 geogrid placed underneath the wall.
The underneath grid ranges in lengths from 30’ to 50’. The
wall is reinforced by eight feet of rock backfill and 50’ of Tensar
UX 1600 geogrid placed at every course.

Tensar UX geogrid was used for the majority of the project.
Tensar UX Geogrids are manufactured using select grades of
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) resins that resist elongation
when subjected to high loads for long periods of time. The
eight-tiered wall required only using one strength grid,
however some walls are reinforced with up to three different

Case Study Norris Canyon Estates
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-continued from cover Project: Norris Canyon Estates

Location: San Ramon, California

Developer: Toll Brothers, Bill Morrison

Licensed Manufacturer: Basalite Concrete Products

Product Used: Keystone Standard Units – Tri-Plane Split
Tensar Uniaxial Grid, Stratagrid

Wall Area: 400,000 square feet

Architect: Malant & Associates

Engineer: ENGEO, Inc., Macy Tong

Contractor: B.C. McCosker Construction

Keystone Supplier: ATCO Construction Products



A leader in innovation, Keystone Retaining Wall Systems, Inc.
has several new products with unmatched beauty, durability
and design flexibility. With these and other industry leading
products, Keystone can provide the best solution for any
retaining wall need.

Keystone 133Elite™
Bigger, Better, Faster

The forward-thinking design of the new Keystone 133Elite™
combines great looks with an exciting new way to increase
segmental retaining wall efficiency. The Keystone 133Elite is
perfect for most wall applications. Its 8” x 24” face dimension
creates a larger-scale look, aesthetically matching the larger wall
look and feel, while reducing the number of units required to
complete the job.

In addition to conventional textures, Keystone’s StoneArt™
embossing technology can produce Keystone 133Elite units
with specially designed natural textures-in combination with
the wide variety of colors available in most Keystone products.
The Keystone 133 Elite is simply the best combination of
strength, beauty, and efficiency on the market.

Keystone Half Century Wall™
Old-World Charm with Superior Strength

Keystone’s Half Century Wall™ offers the distinctive appearance
and character of a random-pattern, natural stone wall with the
structural integrity, performance, and environmental
friendliness of concrete.

The three different-size Keystone Half Century Wall units give
the look of classic, hand-crafted stone, yet make it fast and
almost effortless to create visually stunning and heavy-duty
wall structures. Keystone Half Century Wall can be combined
with Keystone Century Wall™ or used on its own for almost any

Find Unmatched Beauty and Design Flexibility with Keystone’s Newest Products

Keystone New Product Spotlight

application. Offering the design freedom to create curves, 90°
corners, battered and near-vertical walls, terraces and more,
Keystone Half Century Wall creates limitless design
possibilities.

Keystone Stonegate Country Manor®
A Refined Natural Stone Look 

Featuring the look of smooth, weathered stone you might find
in a quaint European town, Stonegate Country Manor® has all
the best features of the original Keystone Country Manor®, but
with a twist! Stonegate Country Manor’s smooth face looks like
cut stone and presents a more refined look. Utilizing Keystone’s
patented fiberglass pin connection method, Stonegate Country
Manor offers the same freestanding wall options as Keystone
Country Manor and is also suitable for larger, structural
projects.

Please check with your local Keystone representative for new
product availability in your area.

www.keystonewalls.com • Retaining Focus4
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Case Study Haynes International

Located in a flood plain, Haynes International of Kokomo, IN
sustained flooding of its building’s first floor every few years
when the city system was unable to accommodate rainfall. The
high potential for flood damage made it increasingly difficult for
Haynes International to find an insurance carrier for their
company.

Keystone Provides Unique Solution to Flood Issue

Project: Haynes International

Location: Kokomo, Indiana

Keystone Product: Keystone Standard Unit – Straight Face

Keystone Supplier: Schuster’s Building Products

Wall Area: 12,175 square feet

Contractor: Structures

Engineer: Civil Solutions Group

Architect: William Bassett and Associates

Flood gates located at wall abutments systematically release the
held water through drainage pipes which flow into a catch basin.

The unique design left a smaller area for wall installation crews to
work within that came into effect when needing to get 100%
compaction without pushing neither one of the walls out.
According to Contractor Jeremy Banken of Structures, even with
the space constraint, installation did not require use of special
equipment or change in method.

The wall structure can withstand pressure from up to 3’ water
levels. With repeated and long-term exposure to water pressure,
the wall’s durability and stability were major concerns. The
Keystone Standard Unit’s use of Keystone’s patented pin connec-
tion system provided the superior strength needed in the wall.

“The primary reasoning behind using Keystone over any other
option is the positive connection that the pins provide. This
feature of the system coupled with the aesthetic benefit over
poured concrete, nailed it down,” said Keystone Sales
Representative, Wade Locklear of Schuster’s Building Products.

For more information on the Keystone Standard Unit or other
innovative Keystone products, please visit our website at
www.keystonewalls.com or call 800-747-8971. Keystone
Retaining Wall Systems, Inc. is a subsidiary of CONTECH Earth
Stabilization Solutions (ESS), Inc. For more information on the
CONTECH ESS family of erosion control products visit
www.contechess.com.

According to their insurance carrier, Haynes International had to
reduce potential flood damage to keep their premiums at a
reasonable rate. Several traditional methods, including earth
berms and concrete, were first considered. However the solution
came in a more unique form—two back-to-back walls built with
Keystone Standard Units to form a moat-like structure that could
hold water and release it systematically. The Keystone Standard
Unit, with its superior construction, allowed both a highly
durable and aesthetically pleasing structure to be built.

“We designed the wall to hold the water back and not allow for
any penetration. We wanted it to be impervious, basically we
didn’t want anything to get through,” said civil engineer, Mike
Johnson of Civil Solutions Group.

The wall structure reaches approximately seven feet in height
and consists of two back-to-back walls. The walls are set approx-
imately seven feet apart and constructed at a near vertical
setback. The walls are placed on a 6” crushed stone leveling pad
and between them are two feet of onsite lean clay. The clay was
compacted to a minimum of 100% of standard proctor density.
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Month after month, get

inspired by the beau-

tiful projects featured in

the 2007 Keystone

Calendar. With full-

color, professional

photographs, the 2007

Keystone Calendar is perfect for your workplace or home.

To receive a 2007 Keystone Calendar, please contact your

local Keystone Representative.    

From simple design and installation seminars to AIA and NCMA accredited seminars, Keystone offers a

unique variety of seminars to meet the diverse needs of our customers. Our seminars are offered nationwide in

a number of different formats – on-site, off-site, Spanish language, homeowner, box-lunch seminars and more.

Contractor Seminars

Quality installation practices are essential for continued

growth and success of our industry. Training for new and

existing contractors on proper installation procedures

promotes the quality that Keystone customers have come

to expect.

These seminars are also a great opportunity to see new

products that are being introduced to the marketplace,

and be the first to meet the challenge and demand for the

installation of innovative new landscaping applications.

National Concrete Masonry Association
Certification (NCMA) Seminars

In October of 2003, the NCMA introduced a new certifica-

tion program for individuals who primarily install

retaining walls. Keystone was one of the first to offer the

NCMA Certified Installer Program course, and will

continue to offer this full day course across the country, as

needed.

To get more information on Keystone seminars call 800-747-8971

or contact your local Keystone sales representative.

The American Institute of Architecture (AIA)
Seminars

Keystone Retaining Wall Systems is an American Institute

of Architects (AIA) accredited provider of Continuing

Education Credits (CEUs).

Throughout the United States, we offer training seminars

that can help architects understand and solve site issues.

These seminars are filled with useful information for the

engineer and general contractor as well.

Engineering Seminars

Keystone’s Structural Wall Specialists have over 60 years

of segmental retaining wall and MSE design experience.

Educating design professionals in the marketplace is their

expertise and specialty. From state highway and govern-

ment agencies to local consulting and geotechnical firms,

our Structural Wall Specialists are sure to give you the

needed support to use Keystone structural products.

KEYSTONE SEMINAR SPOTLIGHT
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Have You Received the
2007 KEYSTONE CALENDAR?

Keystone Technical CD
2006 Version

A valuable resource for any

Keystone project, the Keystone

Technical CD contains product

specifications, CAD Details

and Keystone’s KeyWall

Design Software.  The most

current information is found on the

2006 Version.  To receive the 2006 Version,

contact your licensed manufacturer or Keystone

at 800-747-8971 and request your copy today!

Your Source for the Latest 
Keystone Technical Information
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Alabama
Superock Block

205-970-7676

Alaska
Polar Supply Co.

907-563-5000

Arizona
Superlite Block

800-366-7877

—

Young Block

520-887-1234

Arkansas
Miller Material

800-289-2244

California
Angelus Block Co.

951-328-9115

—

Basalite Concrete Products

800-350-5866

—

RCP Block & Brick

800-732-7425

Colorado
Best Block Company

303-791-3334

Connecticut
Anchor Concrete Products

800-523-3585

Delaware
York Building Products

800-673-2408

Florida
Contech Construction

800-881-1100

Georgia
Georgia Masonry Supply

770-963-5888

Hawaii
Tileco

808-682-5737

Idaho
Amcor Masonry Products

208-522-6150

—

Basalite Concrete Products

800-596-3844

Illinois
Best Block Company

800-782-7708

—

Kirchner Block & Brick

314-291-3200

Indiana
Best Block Company

800-782-7708

—

Schuster's Building

Products

800-424-0190

Iowa
Concrete Products

800-352-4644

—

Kings Materials, Inc.

800-332-5298

Kansas
Capitol Concrete

785-233-3271

—

Miller Material

800-289-2244

Kentucky
Lee Brick & Block

800-718-8884

Louisiana
Premier Concrete

225-273-5400

Maine
Gagne & Son

800-339-3313

Maryland
Betco Block & Products

800-486-4011

Massachusetts
A.Jandris & Sons

978-632-0089

—

Foster Southeastern

781-767-2202

—

Hiway Concrete

508-295-0834

Michigan
Fendt Builders Supply

888-706-9974

Minnesota
Master Block

800-338-0016

Mississippi
Premier Concrete

877-422-5625

Missouri
Kirchner Block & Brick

341-291-3200

—

Miller Material

800-289-2244

Montana
Kanta Products

406-285-3261

Nebraska
Concrete Products

800-352-4644

Nevada
Basalite Concrete Products

888-296-3719

—

Superlite Block

800-366-7877

New Hampshire
Keystone Northeast

888-447-1157

New Jersey
Anchor Concrete Products

732-292-2500

New Mexico
Southwest Block

505-892-5858

New York
Anchor Concrete Products

800-682-5625

—

Domine Builders Supply

(upstate NY)

800-836-2565

North Carolina
Adam’s Building Products

919-467-2218

—

Goria/Keystone Group

800-545-5080

North Dakota
Master Block

800-338-0016

Ohio
Akron Brick & Block

330-628-2603

—

Wilson Concrete

937-885-3711

Oklahoma
Dolese Bros. Co.

800-335-9626

Oregon
Basalite Concrete Products

800-208-9202

Pennsylvania
Domine Builders Supply

800-836-2565

—

Lockcrete Bauer Company

724-297-5084

—

York Building Products

800-673-2408

Puerto Rico
Ecologica Carmelo, Inc.

787-251-9474

Rhode Island
Keystone Northeast

888-447-1157

South Carolina
Adam’s Building Products

919-467-2218

—

Keystone Group/Goria

800-545-5080

South Dakota
Concrete Products

800-352-4644

Tennessee
Big Rock Building Products

865-354-6660

Texas
Eagle-Cordell Concrete

Products

713-691-0022

—

Jewell Concrete Products

254-772-3440

Utah
Amcor Masonry Products

801-936-7628

Vermont
Keystone Northeast

888-447-1157

Virginia
Betco Block & Product

800-486-4011

—

Goria/Keystone Group

800-545-5080

Washington
Basalite Concrete Products

800-964-9424

West Virginia
Betco Block & Products

800-486-4011

—

Lockcrete Bauer

724-297-5084

Wisconsin
Best Block Company

800-782-7708

Wyoming
Amcor Masonry

801-936-7628

—

Best Block Company

303-791-3334

Canada
Basalite Concrete Products

800-596-3844

—

Permacon

514-355-4666

Keystone Directory

Note: Keystone also has over 35
international manufacturers.
Call 800-747-8971 for more
information.



Keystone Resource Corner

On-Line Resources

• Worldwide Distribution Network
• Product Information
• Technical Notes
• Design Charts
• Construction Details
• Specifications
• CAD™ Details
• Installation
• Literature
• Photo Library
• Much More!

Engineering & Design Services

• Design & Technical Assistance
• Design Software and Support
• Design & Construction Literature
• CAD™ Details
• Specifications
• Education and Training Courses for Design of

Segmental Retaining Walls
• Seminars Available with Continuing Education Credits

Local Representation

Contact Keystone to have a local representative provide you with an updated Technical
CD or product information.

HOW TO CONTACT US
Customer Service ........................................................................1-800-747-8971

International Service ......................................................................952-897-1040

Facsimile ..........................................................................................952-897-3858

Internet ........................................................................www.keystonewalls.com

Keystone Retaining Wall Systems, Inc.

A CONTECH Company

4444 West 78th Street

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435

www.keystonewalls.com


